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"Welcome to our land, my brothers in the blood of the wolf. It was wise of you to approach us

humbly, for we are generous and kind to those who do not draw our anger. Come and tell us stories

of the beasts you have torn apart, the foes you have defeated, the men and women you have loved.

And then we shall hunt together, host and guest, and we shall see who the dakini fear more."  

Karna Blood-Armor, Rahu of the Lodge of the Sacred Thread   This book includes:   * 22 new

lodges representing the werewolves of the world, from Poland to Japan to Antarctica   * New Gifts,

rites, merits and fetishes for the select, as well as sample characters to drive a new story   * More

information on modifying lodges to suit a new locale or an altered purpose
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When I first heard about this book, I was thrilled, and I ran out to buy it the day it was released.

While the first Lodges book focused mostly on Tribal Lodges, this book instead shows how Lodges

can be adapted to different cultures, ideas, religions and places, giving a more local flavor to

Werewolf: the Forsaken. Although there are a few Tribal Lodges presented in this book, most are

multi-Tribal and very different from mainstream Uratha society. 22 new Lodges are presented from

the far corners of the world - India, Germany, Poland, Japan, Antarctica, Africa, Mexico, Australia,

France, Italy, the Middle East and beyond. Many hold beliefs or goals that put them at odds with

more conservative or traditional Uratha, making them great antagonists, but they also can work as

PCs too. And with a little work, they can be adapted to suit almost any chronicle. After an opening

fiction, focusing on the Uratha of Bangladesh, and the obligatory introduction, we are treated to



short write-ups of all the Lodges. My thoughts as follows,* Armee Sauvage - Born out of the second

World War, this Lodge of French Ghost Wolves tries to deal with supernatural fall out of human

attrocities. A very interesting take on the Uratha's relations with human conflict, as well as showing

how a Ghost Wolf Lodge works.* Brotherhood of Eshu's Cap - A Lodge of African Hunters in

Darkness who use stealth and trickery to protect important people, places and objects (including the

Ark of the Covenant in Ethiopia!). Some very nasty examples of their work are included. Very cool to

finally see an African Lodge, since the "Dark Continent" has gotten little coverage in Werewolf.
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